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CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION: TEACHER DECISIONS

FOR ESTABLISHING A LEARNING COMMUNITY CLASSROOM

Abstract

This study was conducted to answer research questions concerned with

decision making, management and organization, and characteristics of this

learning community classroom. The questions are as follows:

A. Decision Making

1. What is the decision model this teacher uses?

2. What is the nature of the preactive and interactive
decisions made by this teacher?

3. What governs this teacher's decisions?

B. Management and Organization

1. What is the interaction between this teacher's decision
making and the need to maintain activity flow?

2. How does this teacher establish a Learning Community

Classroom?

C. Characteristics of a Learning Community Classroom

1. What are the key characteristics which are the essence

of the learning communicty classroom.

2. What behaviors are characteristic of pupil behavior in

this learning community classroom?

This report provides the background, rationale, procedures and findings

related to the study of a teacher who viewed pupil outcomes as her goal

and saw instructional interactions as her information processing priority.

The classroom management and organization system developed and established

by the teacher supported pupil and teTher on task behavior. The teacher

called the classroom environment she established a learning commu4ty.



CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION: TEACHER DECISIONS
FOR ESTABLISHING A LEARNING COMMUNITY CLASSROOM

by
Joyce Putnam

The purpose of the study reported here was to document and describe

a teacher's preactive/interactive decisions, related management and

organization teaching behaviors, and characteristics of the Learning

Zommunity classroom which she established. This report will provide the

background and rationale, procedures and findings related to the study

of a teacher who viewed pupil outcomes as her goal and Viewed her infor-

mation processing priority as instructional interactions. She established

an environment and instructional context which supported her pupil out-

comes and processing priorities.

This report presents findings in the areas of decision making, classroom

management and organization and characteristics established by the teacher.

This report is presented in four sectipns as follows: 1) Background,

2) Study, 3) Findings, and 4) Conclusion.

Background

The following section is organized around the three areas of decision

making, classroom management and organization, and learning community

characteristics. In the area of decision making, studies by McCutcheon

(1980), Duffy & Anderson (1982) and others concerned with planning and

decision makinvare considered. In the area of classroom management and

organization examples of studies considered are those by Kouin (1980) and

Anderson and Evertson (1980). Finally, work by Schwab (1980), O'Daffer (1979)



and others is reviewed as it relates to the concept of a learning community

classroom. First is the information about decision making, second class-

room management'and organization and the final part of this section is the

discussion about learning community characteristics.

Decision Making

McCutcheon (1980) and others have studied decision making and planning

and haVe been concerned with the nature of planning, influences on teacher

planning and with what teachers should consider as they plan. These

researchers have found that teachers do not make,decisiOns based on the

use of a theoretical planning model that proceeds from the selection of

objectives to the instructional activities and through the ultimate

evaluation. During planning, teachers seem to focus on activity'selection

(McCutcheon 1980; Clark & Yinger, 1979) and on what is to be covered in a.

general sense (Morine-Dershimer, 1979). In some cases (Kyle 1980), teacher

planning is constrained by perceived environmental restriction and turns

out to be merely scheduling text materials per the principal's (or other

institutional spokesperson's) expectations.

,Mbile there is some evidence that some tdachers make data based

decisions in preactive instruction there is little transfer of theory to

actual classroom interactive decision making (Duffy 1980). For instance,

in 1979 Duffy and Anderson began a large-scale, naturalistic study to

determine whether teacher conceptions Of reading are the foundation upon

which teachers base instructional decisions about classroom reading instruc-

tion. The results of this research, in which the reading conceptions of

23 elementary teachers were studied over three years, found that "classroom

teachers may possess abstract theoretically-based conceptions of reading,



but these conceptions do not significantly influence their teaching of

reading." (pg. 10). Duffy noted that it is important to understand that

teachers do not reject theories of reading. Rather, the conception of

reading is mediated by classroom conditions that the teachers find tore

immediately crucial. One concludes that even the best laid teaching plan

is usually distorted or dropped during implementation. This seems to be

based on the teachers' perceptions of a particular way they must respond

to environmental factors. The result of this perception is that environ-

mental factors set up a reactive teacher response and result in the teacher's

behavior rather than the teacher being in control while making data based

interactive decisions.

Similarly, studies of classroom practice do not support the hypothesis'

about teacher decision-making. The classic study in regard to classroom

reading practice in Durkin's (1979) study of comprehension instruction.

Durkin concluded that teachers do not teacher comprehension, they assess

students comprehension levels and then mention the topic to them: Similarly,

Durkir (1980) concluded that teachers monitor pupils through commercial

materials and Mehan (1979) and Duncan & Biddle (1974) observed that the

teacher-pupil interaction is one in which the teacher asks a question,

the pupil responds, and the teacher sometimes provides an evaluative

response. These findings were substantiated by Duffy & McIntyre (1982)

in which they found that teachers perceive their responsibility in teaching

reading as "...piloting or guiding pupils through materials, with instruction

being limited to corrected feedback." Such interactions have been labeled

by Duffy & Roehler (1980) as "reactive instruction". Thus, through a

synthesis of the findings of these studies, the impression is generated

that teachers do not make instructional decisions.



Based on the available findings, there is little to support the

belief that teachers make substantive-instructional decisions (particularly

in the interactive phase of teaching). Nor is there evidence that teacher

decisionmaking is driven by some kind of rational model. Instead, most

decisions seem to be driven by the need to maintain activity flow. In

fact, what ismost striking about the research to date is that we know little

of substance about the decision making Of effective classroon teachers.

Classroom Management and Organization

Classroom management and organization ii a major topic of interest

for teachers. A synthesis of re'search findings in this area indicates

that presence of good classroom management and organization means that

good instruction is also present. The reverse ls also true. Secondly,

we have learned that teachers can either prevent .einderson & Evertson,

1978; Brophy 1983) or encourage disrUptive student behavior (Renni 1982;

Kounin 197). Thirdly, Brophy (1983) in his latest review of research

findings concludes that prevention of problems must be the focus for study

by teachers and teacher candidates rather than the study of restoring and

punishment techniques.

Anderson and Evertson's (1979) work has made a major contribution

to the prevention focus as well as a means for responding to this focus

(Evertson 1982). They have contributed a clear picture of some of the

critical differences between how effective and less effective classroom

teachers begin the school year. They have also described specific sets

of teacher management and organization behaviors that result in student

on task behavior.



The common underlying theme on which moat studies to date have been

based is how to stop or keep from having probletl with students. A t,

perspective we haven't thoroughly, explored yet is the one which assumes

the teacher can effectikrely manage children and instruction. Accepting

this pmmise can result in posing such research questions as the following:

1. How are the routines, procedures, and santioned pupil
behaviors which are taught to pupils by effective teachers
similiar and different.

2. Does a teacher's particular philosophy manifest itself
in specific management and instructional decisions and
related behavior?

The consideration of teacher management being-driven by a specifiC philacepily

adds a new dimension to the work accomplished to dace.

In this study we considered that there may be a philosophical inten-

tionality involved in Lhe teacher' management ahd'initfuction decisions

and their implementation. The subject said it was her intention to establish;

as she had in the past, a learning community classroom. For the study

reported here, the way the teacher establishsd routines and procedures

was of interest. tt was found that specific routines and procedures which

she felt supported a learning comdunity classroom and independent, respon-

sible dtudent behavior were selected and systematically taught to the

pupils.

Learning Community Classroom Characteristics

Classrooms which function as learning communities have certain identifiab1e

characteristics (Schwab, 1979). These characteristics may be described as

follows. The problems to be solved by the classroom group typically iequire

the interdependent thought, action, and,cooperation of persons having a

variety of backgrounds, talents, and abilitie.s. The planning and instructiona



approach used provides opportunities for the group to achieve a senge of

commonfpurpose and satisfaction as a result of communication and collabora

tion. Record keeping systems monitor task completion and the acqUisition

of basic skills which allow for individnals to be intentionally placed in

heterogeneous grbups. The use of heterogeneous groups encourages the

students to contribute their Averse strengths to collective problems.

Organization and management systems 4re,designed to promote individual

and group responsibility, a sense of shared memSership, individuality, and

reciprocity in relationships. In such classroomsciPlanning and teaching is

not the function of the teacher alone. Planning and instructional experiences

are often provided through various configurations. The presence, of many.adults

and older or younger schoolmates as contributing members is taken as a natural

part of the learning community (Barnes, et al., 1979).

There is emerging evidence that the social context of the clagsroom,

an effectively promote academic achieyement, and at the same,time, develop

ent of unusually high levels of individual and social responsibility. For

example,-King (1971) has pointed out that each classroom is a cultural

system--a sUbsystem of the school which, in turn, is a subsystem of the

society: "Students learn to participate in the classroom system first..."

This was consistent with Young and Beardsley (1968) who also support that

the structure of classroom interaction is important fo,learning.

O'Daffer (1976) suggests that students need.interaction with others-in

order to maximize their potential as learners.: "When students work in groups

and communicate more often with each other and with,the clabsroom teacher,

changes ale affected in their approach: This personal recognition from

others,'both peer and'teacher, is a basic neeethat must be considered."

(p. 27)



Robinson (1976) reported an experimental study in mathematics education

in which students were trained to work cooperatively. Not only did she find

positive results in improved math skills, but she reports other positive

effects of teamwork. In her words the students were: ...taught an attitude

of cooperation, pulling together, helping others, sharing problems and

solutions, and, indeed, unashamedly asking for aelp, all neceLsary values

of today's world citizen" (p. 206).

Bossert (1979) suggested that self-directed work behavior among

elementary school pupils was as-sociated with activity experiences in which

direct teacher control was minimal. Students in classrooms that relied

heavily on group recitation and seatwork--tasks which entail high levels

of teacher control--showed little ,elf-directed behavior when confronted

with new, fairly undefined activity settings. While learning to work alone,

these students were dependent on their teachers for specification of proper

work procedures. By contrast, the children who were encouraged to choose

and organize their own tasks learned to begin new activities on their own-s.

without waiting for detailed instruction,. Thus, there seems to be a growing

body of evidence to demonstrate that the approach to instruction called

learning community has merit. Because of the clear philosophy expressed

and the support for this type of classroom in the literature, the learning

community was selected as one form of instruction to study.

The teacher who was selected for this study was one who made conscious

decisions with spdcific classroom and pupil outcomes in mind. Her classroom

management and organization system reflected the type of learning community

she wanted to establish and the pupil outcomes she specified. The next section

of this report describes the procedures. It will be followed by the findings

and conclusions sections.



The Study

The study reported here was based on the assumption that descriptions

oi effective classroom teachers' systematic decisi.ons, management and

organization and characteristics of their classrooms are necessary if we

are to determine what similarities and differences exist among effective

classroom teachers. Ccnsequently this study focysed on a single teacher:

Ms. Jeannie LaSovage%

Ms. LaSovage was selecied for this study for four reasons. First,

for seven years she had been seen making what observers thought were

preactive and interactive decisions. Second, she was conscious 'of her

decision making. Third, her instruction emphasized congnitive learning,

basic skills, social responsibility and individuality in her students.

Finally, her teaching resulted in above average pupil gains in reading

(Gates-MacGinitie,Test,Form B, averaged 1.6 years in 1974-75 and 1.9

years in 1975-76).

This section of the report contains four subsections. The first

subsection presents the seven research questions, the second the setting,

the third data collection, and the fourth the data analysis.

Questions

This study was conducted to answer research questions concerned with

decision making, management and organization, and characteristics of this

learning community classroom. The questions are as follows:

A. Decision Making

1. What is the decision model this teacher uses?

2. What is the nature of the preactive and interactive decisions
made by this teacher?

3 : What governs this teacher's decisions?



B. Management and Organization

1. What is the interaction between this teacher's 'decisions
making and the need to maintain activity flow?

2. How does this teacher establish a Learning Community
classroom?

C. Characteristics of a Learning Community Classroom

1. What are the key characteristics which are the essence
,...o-f-the learning community classroom.

2. ,-Iihat behaviors are characteristic of pupil behavior in
this learning community classroom?

Setting of this Studz

The classroom chosen for this study was located in a midwest consoli-

dated rural school district. The district covers 154 square miles and

ihcludes four counties, eight townships and three rural villages. The

distrint serves a diverse but predominately Zow socioeconomic population.

The district's student enrollment was 2,004 with approximately 8% of the

student Population Hispanic in origin. Due to 'the physical size of the

district, most studerws are bussed, .some from as far ai 75 miles away.

The classroom studies was located in one of three portables next to

a K-6 grade school. The class was composed of 25 first and second graders,

all of whom-met Title-tcriteria. -The class met Inr hall days during the

morning beginning on September 24th and disbanded in March due to the

teacher taking a parenting leave of absence.-

'Data Collection

Because we wanted to learn about the teacher's decisions arid the

dynamics of the classroom we utilize the techniques of ethnography.

Erickson (1977) has asserted that what is does best is:



... to describe key incidents in functually relevant
descriptive terms and place them in some relation to
wider social context, using the key incidents as a
concrete instance of the working of abstract principles
of social organization. (p. 61)

The procedures included classroom participant/observations, debriefing/

verification sessions, interviews, and document collection. Data were

collected for the entire time the class met from September to March.

Participant Observations. Classroom participant/observations can be

characterized as follc9s. Classroom observations were more intensive

during the first three weeks of the academic school year than during the

rest of the school year. The reason for the intensive data collection for

this period of time was based on studies by Tikunoff and Ward (1979) and

Evertson and Anderson (1979) which indicate that classroom experiences at

the beginning of the year are very important influences on what transpires

thereafter.

The observations began on Spetember 24th, which was the first meeting

day for the class. Twelve of the first 17 days of class were observed.

Three of the next 10 school days were observed. These 15 observations

were followed by nine observations which occurred during the November to

March periods. One observation occurred in November and two observations

per month were completed in December, January, February and March. A total

of 24 four-hour classroom observations wete conducted for a total of 92

hours of observations (see Table 1).

Observations began an hour (8:00 a.m.) before the formal starting time

of school (9:00 a.m.) and ended approximately 45 minutes after the formal

ending (11:00 a.m.) of the class. The observation time incorporated all,

periods that students were,in the classroom. Data were collected through

field notes, photographs and audio tapes.



Debriefing/Verification Sessions. The-verification/debriefing sessions

preceded and/or followed the classroom observation sessions. These sessions

included the teacher making any comments she chose about the forthcoming

or completed lesson and then responding to questions posed by the researcher.

The questions were generated from field notes and then read to probe further

regar.ling teacher comments. Twenty-four debriefing sessions were held, one

for each classroom observation.

Interview Sessions. Three types of interviews were held. These

included researcher directed question/answer probe sessions, simulation,

and interviews related to writing an article. Field notes and audio tapes

were collected at each session.

The first type of interview involved collecting data of a demographic

nature and to clarify and/or explain observations and preliminary data

analyses.

The second type of interview involves the teacher in a teacher educator

simulation. This was implemented in order to clarify the teacher's decisions

concerning content and process decisions at both the beginning and later

periods of theschool year, and to verify the teacher's instructional planning

process. The simulation supposed that another teacher hal asked LaSovage

to help her plan a unit of inseruction for a 3/4 grade classroom. The

teacher stated that she wanted to "teach" like LaSovage. The recurring

simulation interview questions were as follows: 1) What guidelines would

you give the teacher to help her select a topic of instruction? 2) What

questions do you ask the teacher? 3) What information do you need from

the teacher? 4) What do you tell the teacher? 5) How would you show the

teacher...? 6) What examples...?



The third type of interview was an opportunity for the researcher and

teacher to write an article for.publication. In the spring of the year,

the researcher and teacher collaboratively wrote an article describing

how the integration of subject matter was accomplished in this classroom.

Through the discussions while outlining the article the decisions were

documented concerning what would not be included. The researcher wrote

the article and the teacher determined what needed to be added or deleted in

ordee that it reflected her intent and practice. The initial article and

two major revisions were documented. This activity served as the final

data collection sand verification of the critical elements of the model for

the teacher's decision making.

Documents. Documents were collected from the teacher, Children,

school administrators and aides. The decuments included student products,

sociograms, maps of special and temporal relationships, teacher planning

products, and an article written by the researcher and subject.

Table 1

Participant/Observer Classroom Observations

First 17 days of class
(Sept. & Oct.) .- 12 observations

Next 10 days of class
(Last 2 weeks of Oct.) 3 observations

November-March 9 observations

Total 24 Classroom Observations/
Observer Observations



Data Analysis

The data analysis procedures are described as they were done for

each of the three areas of interest. First, the data analysis for the

questions related to the decision making topic is prisented. Second is the

description for the Classroom management and organization area. Finally,

the procedures are described for the questions related to characteristics

of this classroom as a learning community.

Decision Model. The data were analyzed with the intent of creating e

model of decision making. The data analyses procedures included analysis,

categorizing, ordering and verifying. Ultimately, three models were

created, with each subs,:quent model verifying elements of the previous

one until a final model (no. 3) verified all elements. The analysis

_preceded as follows.

First, the field notes from classroom observation tape transcriptions

and Type 1 interviews and classroom observations and teacher planning docu7

ments were read and notations were made in the margins regarding the type

of teacher decisions which might be involved. Second, the types of

decisions were classified into preactive or interactive decision categories.

The third step was identifying those decisions which involved instructional

content and management. \At this point, a decision making model was

developed. The teacher was then interviewed to ascertain the accuracy

of this first model's representation of her perceptions concerning her

own decision making.

Next, the interview data regarding the teacher's planning of the

initial unit of instruction were analyzed. The steps in plaoning as

reported by the teacher were identified and then integrated with the



decisions identified in the first model above. This resulted in the

creation of a second model of this teacher's instructional decision

making. Again, the teacher was interviewed to ascertain her perceptions

regarding the accuracy of the second version of the model.

The teacher's feedback on the accuracy of the second model, new sets

of classroom observation data, and the interview data from the simulatic;

were then analyzed. After these data were analyzed and the types of

decisions classified, ai`third teacher decision model was developed. The

teacher was again interviewed and items of conflict or onet which were

unclear were noted by the teacher and researcher. This model was then

set aside.

The field notes, tape transciptions from the sessions when the researcher

and teacher worked on writing the article, and the final copy of the article

were analyzed.; The documented decisions were identified. The framewo

for analysis included two categories. First was the decision model developed

to date. The second was a list of items which the editor requested be

played down, excluded, or focused on.

Based on the analysis of these data, the final decision model was

verified.

Classroom,Management. The data were analyzed with the intent of

identifying a system of implementing manageua preactive decisions, types

of interactive decisions, and behaviors/attitudes being taught which

appeared critical to the teacher's intent.

The field notes and tape transcriptions from debriefing/verification

interviews were read ali margin notes regarding data relevant to a system

or particular behaviors/attitudes were made. Second, the noted areas were



dated and chronologically numbered. They were then cut into pieces (the

rest of the data were set aside) and sorted. The first sort was based on

categories related to attitudes, routines and content (e.g., external_

classroom interventions, aides routines, reading, homebooks, envelopes

for homework).

The sets of data resulting from the first sort were then analyzed to

determine whether there was any type of relationship among the items in a

data set and between various data sets. Two organizational systems-were

identified. The first included all data which illustrated how management

and organization was taught to the students. The second system included

a set of five categories which illustrated what was taught to the students.

The categories are attitudes and related behaviors, routines, procedures,

and subject matter. The data ttems were again sorted. The data items not

fitting one of the categories were analyzed to determine if there was anything

of significance about their similarities and/or differences.

The items in each set of data were documented to illustrate the

sequences in which they,occurred.

Characteristics of this learning community. The field notes, tape

transcripts of debriefing/verification interviews were analyzed to determine

whether there were key characteristics which could be identified as the

essence of this classroom.

First, the data were read and examples of learning community character-

istics were noted, numbered, dated and cut into data items. These itema

were added to the set of data items used in the analysis of the classroom

and management set.

The items were then sorted into the three categories related to

characteristics of learning community, content, teacher, pupil,.environment.



All items left over were analyzed to determine whether they reflected

characteristics in a category not used. A new category was not found so

the items were set aside.

The items in the four data sets were noted and a second sort was

completed. The second sort included four,categories. The four categories

were:

1. Items potently unique to a learning community classroom.

2. Items theoretically necessary to a learning community classroom.

3. Items that may or may not have any relationship to the learning
community, and

4. Items which did not fit the learning community classroom
philosophy.

Findings

Data were identified regarding all three areas of interest and the

related seven research questions. In this section the three topics and the

related questions will be discussed in the following order: 1) Decision

Making, 2) Management and Organization, 3) Characteristics of this Learning

Community Classroom.

Thus, the first part of this section is a description of the six

event decision making model which this teacher used, the nature of her

practive and interactive decisions and a description of what governed her

decisions.

The second part of this section reports the findings related to

clasz,room management and organization. First is a description of the

interactions between this teacher's decisions and activity flow. Second

is a description of how she established her learning community through



the systematic instruction of routines, procedures and certain behaviors

related to attitudes.

efffdlly, the third part of this section reports-the-findings-I-slat-toe

to the characteristics of this learning community and pupil behavior

characteristic of this classroom.

Decision Making

Three aspects of decision making are reported here. The three

questions which were of primary interest were concerned with the organi-

zation of the decision model used by this teaCher, the nature of her

preactive and interactive decisions and the basis for these decisions.

The six event decision model which was identified will be presented

first. A figure of the model is presented and each of the six events

will be described. This will be followed by a description of the types

and sequences of the teacher's preactive and interactive decisions.

Finally, this section will include a description of findings related

to what formed the basis for the teacher's decisicns.

What is the decision model this teacher uses? The decision model

which is used by LaSovage has identifiable data collection, data synthesis,

and decision making characteristics. A sequence of six events were

identified in the model. The decision making characteristic itself is

composed of preactive and interactive decisions. The naiure of each event

in the decision model will be discussed.

The decision model used by LaSovage has a sequence of six events.

(See Figure 1). In the sequential order the events are:

Event 1: Data collection and synthesis

Event 2: Preactive Decisions
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Figure 1. LaSpvagc Decivtion Modgl.



Event 3: a. Data Collection
b. Interactive Decisions

Event 4: Reflective Thinking, Synthe'sis and Preactive Decisims

Event 5: Interactive Decisions

Event 6: Data Collection and Verification

Eventl is data collectiom. During the first event LaSovage reflected

on data she already possessed (e.g., what reading objectives 3rd graders

should achieve in reading) bringing data to a conscious level. She also

gathered new data. New data collection included such things as reading the

CA-60's, talking with teachers who had students the previous year and

dchedules of school events. LaSovage organized her knowledge into six

categories. These are:

1. Knowledge about self (interest, strengths, philosophy,
weaknesses)

2. Assumptions based on knowledge and experience (transfer,
learning,sconcept teaching)

3. Students previous experience and records (teacher.talk,
personal, CA-60)

4. Environment in classroom and school (how to use to enhance
learning)

5. Curriculum (academic and personal and social responsibility
outcomes; topics)

6. Community (nursing home, parent desires for their children,
who can do what)

Event 2 is preactive decisions. The second event is the time when

LaSovage made preactive decisions based on a synthesis of knowledge she

had collected during Event 1. The topic for the first curriculum unit

of the year was one which the teacher knew the content, had personal

experience with, held a positive affect, was in the children's past

experience, offered many opportunities for a variety of content knowledge



and hands on experiences, and provided cooperative working experiences.

The teacher selected topics based on the above criteria so that she would

not have to spend a lot of interactive_ teaching time processing content

information. She first determined what unit of instruction she Would try

to develop with her students. "She preactively planned an activity

(problem solving task) which functioned as an'opportunitY to colleCr

specific data about the pupils and allowed teachers ana pupils to

collaboratively plan a unit of study. The activity wad p1anne0o

involve whole group discussion and decision making, small graup work,

and individual work. -She purposefully planned the activity.to allow

for interactive assessment of pupild social and academic knowledge and

skills:

The selectian of the units for instruction taught during the rest,

of the year were influenced by textbooks or the stated school curriculum.

For example, this teacher determined what concepts, skills and/or facts

were presented in a text. She then decided which ones shed incorporate

in her instrucrion during the year. Topics for units of instruction were

then selected and developed on the hasis.of the following:

a. Children had necessary prerequisite skills or could gain
them quickly.

b. Potential for instruction of new concepts, skills, and/or
facts.

c. Connection to children's previous experiences.

d. Opportunities for pupil personal and social responsibility
experiences.

e. Opportunities for applying previously learned knowledge
and skills.

Preactive decisions after the first unit of instruction always included

the newest data the teacher had about each pupil. She organized new data



about pupils as specific academic (e.g., what a specific ch.Lld needed to-

learn_nexOlt_reading or in science or in math) oUtcomes or as personal

or social responsibility outcomes. Personal responsibility meant that

this teacher was considering how the child handled him/herself in a.

va'rietv of situations (e.g., assertive when has environmental needs, stays

on task, can say yes or no when asked to help someone else). Social

responsibility meant the teacher thought about such things as a child's

contributidn to the group, family, school:nursing home, and/or recorded

notes so didn't keep,asking the same question.)

Thus, the teacher's preactive, decisions were tiased on her up-to:date

data bank on each child; the group as an entity in itself; the academic

arid personal and social outcomes; her philosophy about the type of class-',

room she wanted to operate; and the knowledge and skills she consciously,

held.

The4 type of preactive decisions she made were in response to the

following three questions:

a. What content will be taught?

b. How will the content be taught? .

c. Who will be taught what content by what methods?

Event rhree ig data co9.ection and interactive decisions.' The,third

event involves the teacher o serving her students during the activity

planned for data' collection and collaborative planning. .The teacher

implemented her plan for the collaborative planning activity. This

activity took*from two to eight hours of class time and ran from two to

four days. The entire activity was organized in five sequential steps

following for this teacher to identify patterns in pupil behavior for



making future decisions. All five steps in the sequence allbwed for data

collection. The fiftti step was also used to organize the children's

thinking. The first step wa4 the introduction of the topic and a discussion

.- "which allowed for the tying,of the topic to pupils and teacher's out-of-

school lives. During the first step the teacher.observed to identify pupil

be4avior patterns in the following five areas.

1. Students who had or had no previout; experiences with the.
topic.

2: Students who volunteered to.speak and those who didn't,'

Students who could wait for a turn and remetber what tfiey
wanted to contribute and those who couldn't.

Students who made linkages with what the teacher'ar pupils
had said previously.

5. Pupils who "centered" on inappropriate parts of sentences.

The second step was doing the hands on part of the activity (e.g.,

,making applesauce).- This step included small group.ana individual tasks.

The teacher was concerned with identifying sub3ect matter knowledge,

skills far facts and the pupils ability to work with others and by them-

selves.

The third step was vhole group processing. This step always resulted

in a product. Usually it was an experience story. During this step the

teacher gathered data about the pupils abilities to:

1. Tell about what they had done (e.g., sequence, affect,
accuracy, fluency, particular observations).

2. Act as a group member (e.g., listening to others, tie
suggestions to what was already agreed tb or said).

3. Wait for turn.

The fourth step required that each pupil do a writing task by him/

herself.' While pupils were working the teacher collected data about:



1. On/off taSk behavior

-2:-----tetter-furmattou

3. Grammar

41 Oral reading (experience story)

5. Student's experiences which could be tied to the topic

The fifth item (finding out about how the student could tie his previous

experiences to the topic) became the focus for this step as the year

progressed. After the first unit of instruction the teacher collected

data for items 1-4 during the ongoing lessons.

Interactive decisions that the teacher made during Event 3 wera

based on'her need to collect data. In the lirst five steps in this

'event the (eacher had set the scene to observe for patterns of behavior.

In the final seep of this eyent the teacher made interactive decisions

about how to interact with each child. Th.a decision was,based On the

original data held from Event 1 and data which was colleCted in the first

part of this third event. The teacher thus checked out previous assump-

tions by asking a child to explain or show her how to do something. Once

the teacher had determined what pattern to check out the interactive decisions

became content discriminations. ,:nother way to describe this is as responses

im a pYeviouslyjearned decision chain.

The second type of interactive decisions were made during a whole

'class discussion concerned with what could be learned and how it could be

learnea. The students,gave suggestions of things they could do. When

possible they said what they would aike to learn.',For example, pupils

suggested during one discussion that they'could make applejmrk, go to ah

apple farm, read Johnny Appleseed. One ',indent said he wanted to know how

electricity worked. He wanted to get a hot plate. By the end of the year



these conversatiOns inducted such things as questions from pupils indicating

they were concerned with practicing or applying specific skills or knowledge.

The teacher's interactive decisions were based on a synthesis of student

input, making suggestions back to the class of probable tasks students

could do, and organizing suggestions by content topics and writing them

on the board.

By the end of Event 3 the teacher had data on specific pupils knowledge

and skills. She a/so had an idea of how eadh pupil worked individually in

a small group and as,a member of the class group. She also had some data

about who was interested in doing what in the up-coming unit of study.

Finally, she had a tentative organization plan for activities and curriculum.

Event 4 is reflective thinking, synthesis and preacrive decisions. The

fourth event in the decision model provided LaSovage with the opportunity

to tighten up her data on the pupils and the proposed unit of study with

her proposed academic and personal and social responsibility outcomes for

pupils (identified in Event 1).

The teacher processed the above data in order to make a second set of

preactive decisions. These preactive decisions answer the following questions:

,l. Is there enough pupil intereat and likages to previous
experiences to warrent pursuing this topic?

2. Will multiple activities for one individual or small group
be provided or will everyone essentially do the same things?

3. In what content activities will each child participate?

4. How will we proceed from here?

By the end of Event 4 this teacher either had a plan for working with

the class during Event 5 or for starting a new assessment activity.- If

the answer to question 1 concerning a pupil interest and ties was no, the

teacher selected a new topic and proceded with Event 2 and 3 again. When



the answer to question I was yes, then questions 2, 3 and 4 were answered.

Thus, the next time the teacher and pupils met she was ready to begin

Event 5.

Event 5 is interactive decisions. During the fifth event inter

active decisions were made by the teacher with pupil input concerning

completion of specific tasks and criteria for and number of specific

objectives to be achieved during the unit of study. These decisions

were made at the beginning_of the event and reviewed at the end of the

study of the unit. At the beginning of this event the teacher used

both small group and individual conferences to determine the assignment

of specific tasks. She used individual conferences for determining

specific objectives for pupils.

The interactive' decisions which were made during the first part of

Event 5 were ones which dealt with increaing or decreasing levels of

difficulty specified in the objectives, the number of objectives to be

achieved and/or number of specific tasks to be completed.

While the unit of study progressed the teacher made decisions concerning

whether pupils had satisfactorly completed tasks and objectives. If pupils

completed objectives at the specified level new objectives were identified

and the pupil was asked to help pick new activities related to the unit.

Here the teacher made interactive decisions concerning performances, next

objectives and appropriate tasks. The interactive decisions made toward

the end of the unit of study were concerned with adjusting specific pupil

tasks and/or teacher expectations and with bringing organized closure to

the units of study.

The end of unit intereactive decisions were made with pupil input.

The teacher's observations of where each pupil was with tasks and objective



achievement were used to determine when to have a class discussion concerning

closure. During the class discussion the teacher and pupils selected a

date to end-the unit.

Once a date had been set the teacher then interacted daily with

those who had not completed tasks. She made adjustments in requirements

for those pupils who needed them. For those who finished she and the pupil

discussed what could be done until the ending date. For these pupfls she

also tasked them during these discussions thils Mikirig-dria-thei interactive

decision.

Event 6 is data collection and verification. The sixth event involves

the collection and verification of evaluation data. As the unit of study

closed, the teacher systematically interacted with each pupil. She evaluated

what the pupil was able to do relative to the objective s/he had been assigned.

She recorded this data. On occasion the pupil had a written evaluation test

to complete. These the teacher used to document individual pupil performance.

The written tests required different pupils to do different things based on

the criterion level of their objectives (e.g., recall, recognize, develop).

The data from this event was used to verify the teacher's previous

evaluations of pupils and her records. This is a place where she looked for

data which was in conflict with what she had already determined. The data

from this event was then used to begin planning for a aew unit of instruction.

Thus, the cycle back to Event 1 had begun and the teacher proceeded through

all six events again. This cycle occurred 5 or 6 times a year.

What is the nature of this teacher's nreactive and interactive decisions?

It was found that the teacher made both preactive and interactive decisions.

Examples of preactive decision making will be illustrated first followed

by a description of interactive decisions.



First, a description of thi-S teaCher'a preactive decisions. For

'this teacher, preactive decisions were those she made when planning a

unit of instruction or at specific times during the implementation of a

unit of instruction. These decisions were made when she was "alone"

(children were not present) and had the time to reflect and synthesize.

She made preactive decisions in two sequenCes. The first sequence

occurred before she started instruction of a unit and the second odee

the unit was in process.

The first sequence of-preactive decisions were concerned with manage-

ment of pupils and their accomplishments and with the content and process

of instruction. For ihis teacher a learning community philosophy was cited

as the basii for her decisions relative to the management system she wanted

to develop. Thus, preactive decisions about management and organization of

pupils and instruction were made to support: 1) group work, 2) cooperation,

3) use of routines and procedures which released the teacher for more

instruction time, 4) use of community members in the classroom, and 5) use

of the out-of-classroom community. The preacs4.ve decisions in this'area

wgre minimal. Basically this teacher said I'm once again going to develop

a learning community classroom. I know what that is, I know what routines

and procedures I'll establish. Consequently, the decisions related to this

category were of a fine tuning nature. The teacher reflected on routines

or procedures which had hindered the learning community development the

previ.ous year. She thought about things she had done in years previous to

this first school year, but hadn't included in her plans for the current

year. Finally, she thought about ideas she had had about new things to try.

During the beginning of the year in which this study occurred this

teacher having reflected then selected pupil task and achievement record



keeping or reward systems for a variety of achievements or activities.

For example, three systems for sight words were identified. The first

was a round tin can in which each pupil kept his/her worgls when they

introduced. The second was a plastic baggy to put wotds in once the

pupil recognized them in a stimulus response situation. Finally a check

off chart for use when the pupils transferred the recognition of the

sight words to the reading situation. Pasteing pieces of clowns together

was selected as a system to -keep-traek,o1 -completion-of an activity (not

to be confused with levels of achievement as described in the first example).

If this teacher wE.s going to have a room theme as she had done previously

(The Year of the Circus) all recording systems would have supported the

theme. This was not the case during the study year.

A second set of preactive decisions which this teacher made which.

differed markedly from these above had to do with data she had about pupils

personal behavior towards others and their on/off task behavior. The

teacher decided that based on the data she had received the previous year

(that many pupils in this particular group demonstrated off task behavior)

she would begin to establish on the first day of class the expectation

that each pupil would participate in his/her learning.

A third set of preactive decisions involved content and process -

decisions. The teacher was concerned about who would be taught what and

how woula it be taught to them. The following is a description of this

teacher process for making content and process preactive decisions. As

desc bed in the decision model the first sequence of content and process

reactive decisions occurred before a unit of study was implemented in the

lassroom while the second sequence occurred once the unit of study had

egun,



For the content and process preactive decisions in the first sequence,

the teacher consciously reviewed what she knew about the 1) curriculum;

2) herself; 3) objectives; 4) students; and 5) classroom resources, school

resources, and community resources. In addition, she reviewed the student

records and any new texts or materials which had become a part of the school

curriculum since the previous year.

Then, based on her initial synthesis of the information above, the

teacher identified and listed those pupil outcomes for which she would hold

herself accountable. She developed a recording system for her use in docu

menting the pupils' achievement of the objective she would teach. This

recording system was reviewed each time a major change in study occurred.

The updating helped the teacher "... keep in mind what needed to be worked

on while she was planning her lessons and also when she was with the pupils"

(interview 3/12/81).

After the teacher had completed the mental review, she then selected a

topic theme (e.g., apples) for study. Next, she gathered any additional

information she felt she needed in order to develop the topic into an area

for study. The teacher then decided on a Problem solving experience for

the initial instructional activity. The problem solving experience was a

task inwhich both teacher and pupils participated. Once the topic and concrete

experience had been chosen, the teacher listed on paper potentially related

activities (11/13/81 planning documents).

Figure 2 illustrates what the teacher did in column one, the questions

she was answering by her actions in column two and finally in column 3 the

decilions she made.



Teacher Action Teacher Posed uestions Preactive Decistons

1. Teacher reviews, curric-
ular materials, student
records, environmental
factors.

What should pupils in this
grade know and be able to
do?

1.0 Select management system.

2. Teacher xiflects on own
areas of current enthu-
siasm and knowledge.

How will students behave
and interact in this room?

2. Selection of an activity
and content area.which
will,

a) allow for assessment
of pupil language, writing
and reading knowledge and
skills,

b) be something teacher
is naturally excited about
so enthusiasm will be
communicated,

w-lor-collaboratiou
so-that pupil will begin
to gain experience in
participating in decisions
about what and how they'll
study, and

d) the content will be
well known to teacher so

,she can keep her mind on
collectingdata from pupils.

What pupil outcomes will
I hold myself and the
pupils accodhtable?

Recording Systeme.

What potential content
will westudy (first,
second)

What potential methods of
instruction will I use?

6: What am I particularly
excited and-interested
in at thircime?

Figure 2. Preactive Decisions: Sequence 1.

At this point, the entire process,lhad resulted in the teacher having

1) identified a system for classroom management, 2) identified an area of

study, 3) synthesized related knowled, 4) listed pupil outcomes, 5) listed

possible activities, and 6) identified potential recording systems. The

teacher did not make any final decisions about the plans at this time.

Instead, she kept the decision tentative until after the problem solving

task had been completed with the students.

The second sequence of preactive decisions occurred after the imple

mentation of the unit when the teacher had collected data from her inter

actions with the pupils. This occasion occurred after the initial two to

six hour problem solving experience had been completed. After this she

reflected on the data she had collected through watching and interacting

'with her students. These preactive decisions were concerned with content



and activities. The teacher decided at this time whether the students' life

experiences provided enough ties to the new content to make the unit potentially

successful. At this time she also determined if there was sufficient interest

exhibited by students to pursue the particular area of study. When the answer was

no, a new problem solving task was identified and the process started again. If

the answer was yes, then the teacher again worked with individuals and small

groups of students. She again collected data preparing herself to make additional

P-ieactive dea-di.ons.

The next preactive decision in this sequence was made b the teach r when

she and pupils had identified potential knowledge and skills to be learned

from a specific topic of study and together listed act ties hich could be

done. Based on this data, the teacher then made the preactive decisions as to

whether the pupils would have the option to choose among activities or work as

an entire class on a single activity. Once these preactive decisions were made

they were communicated to the pupils and che teacher aad class were ready for

au extended period of study. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the

teacher's behaviors, questions and decisions.

Teacher Actton 'fetcher Posed Questions Preactive SeriAton

1. Teacher records data
collected about pupils
a) knowledge and skills
b) interests

1. What are yser end pale? 1.. Content to he taught.

2. Teacher reviews records.

2. Whet does each specific
child koou tow?

2, Methods of tnetvuccion.

3. Teacher reviews end of
year grade level pupil
outcomes.

3. Ware pupils interested in
tha content involved in
the concrmtt activity?

3. Fint objective for
indivtdusls or Groupe
of individuals

4. Who had what previous
experiences Mee will
contribute te the study
sf this content?

4. Rucording systems for
tasks and academic

ourcoees will be used.

5. Art there enough ties to
students° provious cxpari
antes go warm= pursuing
this area?

5. Simulgtions coAbe used
tu teacher personal and
socisl responsibility.

6. What classroom personal
management behaviors must
be taught?

I.

Figure 3. Preactive decisions: Sequence 2.



Inoconclusion, two distinct sequencts of preactive decisions were made.

The first sequence occurred to solve the problems of 1) where to start a

unit of study, 2) identifying and collecting data for deciding who would

be held accountable for what, 3) determining whether the proposed unit of

study's topics was linked to each child's life, 4) establishing a positive

affect about the topic and experiences, and 5) gaining the students input

for consideration during the.second preactive decision sequence.

The second preactive decision sequence occurrence to solve the problems

of 1) how will we organize for this unit of study, 2) what resources will be

used or who will do what and 3) for what will each child be held accountable.

Second is a description of this teacher's interactive decisions. For

LaSovage, interactive decisions are made with students present and sometimes

made in collaboration with them. They can be characterized in three types.

The first type are those interactive decisions related directly to teacher

and pupil collaborative planning sessions. The second type are interactive

decisions Made during the actual period of time a unit is under study. These

decisions related to instruction, including the use of resources, changes in

outcomes pupils are held accountable for, the reorganizing or changing of

an activity, and early in the year the need to hold classroom meetings to

discuss teacher and pupil behavior. The third type of interactive decisions

related directly to items which caused or had the potential for causing

interruption in the planned flow of activity. The stimulus for these decisions

were people or events out of the control of pupils and teacher and peculiar

enough that previous experience had not provided a basis for knowing how to

incorporate the event into the flow.

The first type of preactive decisions (those related to collaborative

planning sessions) are characterized by the nature of the assessment task



or "teacher as learner" perspective. When this teacher and pupils met to

collaboratively plan and/or decide on something, the teacher's purpose was

to communicate her thoughts and feelings and to understand or learn what

the pupils thoughts and feeling were. Thus, this first type of interactive

decisions were made primarily about selecting particular probing questions

and pupil tasks in order to generate data concerning a specific pupil's

knowledge, skills, and/or interests.

The interaction with a given pupil gave her the data on which she based

her decisions concerning the concrete or abstractness of her questions. The

data also was used to decide whether to pursue a direction, change direction

or bring closure to the conversation.

In practice, the sequence involved the teacher deciding (sometimes

this decision was made preactively) what to ask a specific pupil and asking

it, a pupil's response, two or three teacher probes and their pupil responses,

and a closure statement. Generally, this teacher started by asking the pupils

to demonstrate something (e.g ., read this, show me, tell me). Based on the

pupil's response this teacher then asked probing questions. For example, she

would say, "Remember when you showed me how to figure out words in that family,

how did you do it? Will that work here? Show me how."

After lidtening to the pupils' responses the teacher brought ciosure to

the interactions in one of two ways. She asked pupils to tell what they needed

to do or she told them. For example, she said to the pupil, "What does it

look like you need to work on next?" When she summarized she said, "You

need to work on 'suCh and so' next. Listen for the assignmeht related to

this, that is the one you will be working on."

When this teacher was working with the whole class for the purpose of

communicating and gathering information the results of her interactive



decisions, two different responses were observed. The first was a de-Tit-113h

about what to link to what. It appeared as the teacher processed the

student data outloud by making linkages between students' input concerning

whom she thoughtcould work together when the unit was under study. The

second appeared to be a response to pupils and was the closure decision.

When to end a discussion was important to this teacher. She appeared to

cross check her understanding and selected pupils' understandings as to

what was expected before.bringing closure to a discussion. She felt 'clear

understandings at the end of discussions gave her clear data, the pupils

were clear about what was happening and thus could be held accountable for

her and their expectations.

Figure 4 illustrates the teachers actions,
questions and decisions

in the' first sequence of interactive decisions.

Teacher Action
Teacher Posed Questions

Proactive Decisions

1. Step one involved the

coacher describing a

concrete experience in

which everyone would
participate and the
cescher's rationale for
suggesting the activity.

1. What does student (a:n)

know and able co do

academically?

1, Selection of specific
students to do specific

casks.

2. Scep two involved the

class doing the concrete
activity (e.g., a

treasure hunt, making

applesauce).

2. Mut social and personal

skills and experiencet
does each child exhibit?

2. Selection/formulation
of specific questions

co ask pupils. ?,:hen to

continue co probe and

when co discontinue a
line of questioning.

3. Step three involved
students snewering who,

what, where, when,.why
questions in both a

group and xndividual

experience story.

3. What group communication

and independent study
behaviors need to be

taught to whom?
1. Supporting or stopping

pupil behavior so that

activity flow, data

collection, pupil demon-

stration and pupil needs

are all maximized.

4. Step four included
writing an experience
story about previous
experiences related to

che concrete experience

topic.

4. What experiences are
shared by pupils and

which experiences are

unique?

Figure 4. Interactive decision: Sequence 1.



The second sequence of interactive decisions are those made during

the actual study of a unit. They are not of an asSecsment nature as was

the first type. This second sequence of interactive decisions involved

decisions about four major topics. The four topics are:

1- Instruction - What do I say or do to provide instruction for
a particular concept/skill/fict with a particular child?

2. Outdomes - If necessary, what changes in the objectives which
a given pupil is being held accountable will I suggest and/or
agree to?

3. Activities - So that pupils will be successful, how must I
reorganize an activity or change activities?

4. Pupil Behavior - What must I do so that this individual(s)
gets in control ofilis/her behavior?

Each of these four topics of interactive decisions are described below.

Instructional interactive decisions are the first type. They include

decisions about 1) what to do and say during an instructional interaction

with a pupil, and 2) what to do and say to keep individuals within a group

on task. Based on the teacher's preactive'decision about the objective of

a lesson (whether the entire class or one individual was involved) she

guided the pupil through the experience. The guiding was observed as shaping

the pupil's responses until s/he had a'correct response. Data about the

pupil's interest and family previous work was integrated into the teacher's

comments. After the pupil gave the correct responses the teacher made

the second interactive decision. This was what would the pupil do next.

Based on the pupil's responses she said things like: 1) Xake a break and

then come back to work with me again, 2) Here are the materials you need

in order to practice., 3) Go help , 4) Ask Javier to help you

5) When we do x activity, you'll be able to apply this

The second type of instructional interactive decision was made during

whole group instruetion and involved keeping all students involved in a



task for the entire period of time. An exampl of these interactive

decisions is keeping a slow working student on task. During whole group

instruction the teacher usually had tasks the students did during the

activity. Within the set of tasks were several that any child could

accomplish while the better students cotild do them all.

During the whole group,instruction, the teacher monitored the task

accomplishment of slower students. Periodically, she would say to a

pupil"finish 'this task." The teacher and class would move on. After a

task or two the teacher walked to the pupil's desk and say "go co

page xic and look at the board for examples and listen to me for

directions."

The effect of these interactive decisions was that at times the

entire class appeared to be workineon a single activity, however, ong or

two individual assignments and two larger group assignments were being

given and monitored. These interactive decisions related to pacing for

individualizing instruction were based on all the date the teacher had

about individual students.

The second category is outcome interactive decisions. The interactive

decisions made about pupil outcomes were directly related to the stated.

pupil objectives. Pupil objectives had criterion which were understood

by the, teacher and pupil to demonstrate learning at a "new leatning",

"practice", or "application" level. Given a terminal behavior, each level

had an explicit measure (i.e., before I snap my fingers, the first time

you see it and without hesitating,'after you think about the parts).

While working with pupils the teacher would sometimes decide that the

pupil was being help accountable at an inappropriate level. She



would tell the pupil this 'and what she ohserved that made her change her

mind. She said what the new ctittrion was and then shook hands wi,th the

pupil on the new agreeMent.

.Ihe third category.is activity interactive deLisions. The teacher

feltthat if the pupils Were working then an activity should flow with

minimum problemsThus, when_ there was a problem with an activity and the

teacher had determined it was not because pupils weren't working,ahe made

an interactive decision to -.top or reorganize a given activity. What this

teacher said on these occbsions'was, "I didn't teach this right-and I have

to figure out what to do to heln you."

In this type OT situation, the specific decisions the teacher made

were to 1) stop aia if needed, gather more data from pupils, 2) Fait until

she'd had time to preactively plan something different and/or 3) change

activities immediately or restructure the one which was stopped.

The fou:th category is pupil behavior interactive decisions. This

teacher's classrdom maangement behaviors were directed by her desire to hains

pupils be responsible for their own behavior. The Aocumented interactive

decisions she made about maangement were based basically on whether she

or a pupil could or couldn't continue to work and resulted in a major

disruption in the class or quiet interactions with a student or two.

Given the information that people were o'ff task, the teacher determined

how the problem could be handled efficiently but in a way that would suiport

pupil responsibility, not teacher external control. The teacher felt that

the cost of poor, on the spot decisions would lead to more of her time

spent on mbnagement.

What governs this teacher's decisions? A set of beliefs and assumptions

govern this teacher's decisions.. It wes found that the teacher was conscious



of a set of beliefs which she believed she acted on and which were documented

as a basis for observed decisions. For example, it was found that the teacher

consciously believed that the primary function of schooling was teaching

personal and social responsibility. Her comments and her behavior indicated
that she felt academic learning was the major personal

responsibility of

students and that the major social responsibility was to help others learn.

Other specific beliefs which were bheaviorly documented included itemi

concerning a) use of evaluation data to determine pupil objectives; and
b) students motivation and responsibility gained through participation in

decision making about their work.

In general, this teacher's decisions and behaviors were governed by

a set of beliefs and
assumptions which included knowledge from the areas of

educational psychology, sociology, instructional psychology, growth and

development and classroom maangement and organization.
The categories of

learning, evaluation, and the role of the teacher have been used to classify

the teacher's beliefs and assumptions. They are as follows:

Assumptions

A. Students.

Students enjoy learning.
Students whc participateAn

planning their own outcomes andrelated activities are more likely to achieve.Students will became responsible learners if given the oppor-tunity and then held accouutable for the responsible'behavior.

Students will behave appropriately when taught how to distinguishbetween appropriate and inappropriate behavior for a givensetting.

Students have a responsibility to help other studentsolearn.

B. Learning.

Socialization (a la Piaget) that is working with others, isnecessary for learning.
Heterogeneous grouping and acceptance of diversity is necessaryfor genuine socialization.



C. Curriculum.
Content which has some direct relationship to the students'

previous concrete experiences has the most potential for

being learned.

Integration-of-content-provides students-wfth-learning

experiences that are closer to out of school (real life)

application experiences.
Curriculum based on integration of content has naturally

incorporated the principle of teaching for transfer.

D. Evaluation.
Evaluation of academic achievement is based on the individual's

performatwq.
Evaluation of group task completion must include: cooperation;

participatf.on by all members; and meeting subject matter

demands.
Evaluation must occur at both formative and summative levels.

E. Teacher Role.
The teacher teaches.
The teacher holds a position of authority and responsibility.

The teacher speaks as an experienced and mature adult.

The teacher retains the ultimate accountability and decision

making-power:
The teacher solicites input.

The teacher seeks group consensus.

The teacher communicates rationales for decisions to pupils.

The teacher communicates decisions to pupils.

During interviews and debriefing sessions, the teacher articulated

the above assumptions as the rationale for coatent and process decisions.

For example, the use of the initiating problem solving experience was

based on her belief that pupils need to participate in the selection of

what they would study and how they would study. Her selection of topics

was based on her belief that each pupil must have some previous concrete

experience which s/he could link to the new topic for study. She also

referred to these items when explaining her reasons for specific decisions

made relative to specific students. For example, individuals were held

accountable for different levels of performance at different times. One

student might be given several seconds 0 recognize sight words, but

within a day or so, the pupil needed to get them within one second. However,



until the student quickly (without disrupting the flow of reading) recognized

the words in the book s/he was reading, no credit for "knowing" was given.

Thus, the teacher used her belief about "knowing" and "types of evaluation"

in establishing procedures for practicing and application.

Management and Organization

This section of the paper will describe the findings relative to two

questions. The questions are concerned with the interaction between

decisions and activity flow and the establishment of the learning community

classroom.

What is the interaction between decisions and activity flow? The inter-

action between the teacher's decision making and the need to maintain activity

flow can be explained in two ways. First, smooth activity flow was a primaxy

goal for this teacher. From this perspective, she initially established her

role and the pupils' role in the environment to facilitate smooth flow of

activities. From another perspective, she usel personal and social responsi-

bility and academic outcomes as the focus of her decissions and instruction.

From this perspective, she viewed appropriate personal and social responsibility

within a classroom as facilitating academic outcomes. Thus, the activity flaw,

student and teacher behavior could be evaluated in terms of how well pupils

were learning and how were they helping others to learn.

The management goals in the classroom were parallel to her curriculum

and pupil goals. The management behaviors were tught, practiced and

evaluated during the initial part of the year. Thus, management was a

prerequisite to consistent long t9rm activity flow.

An interesting interaction between the teacher's interactive decisions

and activity flow was observed when environmental distractions occurred



which might be expected to disrupt the pupil outcome flow. One example

is visitors to the classroom. Visitors were not encouraged to sit on the

outskirts of the class and "not interfere", instead pupils were assigned

to visitors to tell whaE and how they were learning. The occasion was used

to facilitate pupil accountability. Another example is unscheduled

assemblies or pupils bringine, unt,cheduled show and tell items to class.

Unless the presentation clearly contributed to some student goal it was

not attended to by the group. The reason for not participating was discussed

and the planned agenda of events was then carried out. In the case of the

pupil with a special show and tell item it was shared with the teacher and

a friend or two or scheduled for the next appropriate show and tell.

The results of the teacher remaining in control of the class schedule

was that routines and procedures were taught which facilitateethe integration

of-potentiallY-disruptive events into the class agenda. Thus, many decisions

made during the early part of the year were concerned with establishing

routines and procedures to handle predictable, potential disruptions.

The second perspective which can be used is the teacher's belie that

distractions by pupils or external elements interferred with student leaning

and the teacher's instruction. Thus, she consciously taught pupils hqii to

stay on task, and to take responsibility for and monitor their learning...,

She taught them how to get, offer and give help. She also taught them hold'',

to say no they didn't need hqlp or that they didn't know how to give the

help requested. Consequently, pupils off task behavior and related teacher

responsep were virtually nonexistent after apporximately 25 days of school.

In addition, the teacher also knew her own limits for distraction and taught

the pupils not to do those things which would disrupt her. For example,



she became conscious of students when more than one was waiting in a quiet

line. Thus, the pupils were taught when and how to look elsewhere for

help or go on to another task when they observed another pupil in line.

How does this teacher establish her learning community_classroom? It

should be noted that the essence of LaSovage's learning community classroom

was established in 30 contact hours, 15 class sessions or 21 calendar days.

At this point in time, instruction, practice, feedback, and application

experiences had been provided for routines, procedures and behaviors related

to certain attitudes.

The teacher used a process for establishing and demonstrating the

routines, attitudes and procedures which she felt were necessary for her

learning community classroom. The process mas the same for all three

categories. It involved instruction with iodeling; demonstrations by pupils

with feedhatkl pralfateiwithfeadback; applications; and recalling.

The concept of helpful was taught both as an attitude as well as a

procedure. The procedure involved knowing how to do certain things and

knowing when it was appropriate to do each one. Students were required to

know know the procedures as follows:

1. How to offer help to someone;

2. How to ask for help;

3. How to listen to the helper;

4. How.to help (tutor);

5. How to say you couldn't help;

6. When to say you couldn't help; and

7. How to say you didn't want to help.



Related attitudes which the teacher taught were:

1. Being helpful is necessary in this classroom.

2. It is okay to say no or to be told "I can't help you."

The initial instruction took the form of discussion, teacher reading

stories to class, and role plays. First, the teacher told the pupils about

the importance of helping. She gave examples of how she, her child, husband,

mother, father, sisters and brothers helped each other. Then she asked pupils

to give examples of how they helped others oui of school. Next this teacher

told how she helped students in the classroom. Then she asked the pupils

to give examples of how they helped in school.

Next the teacher read a story and showed poster pictures of children

and adults. After the story, the children were asked who, what, where, when

questions with a focus on who was helping and who wasn't. ibe teacher then

led a question and answer sessions asking pupils to say how they thought

the children and adults were helping in the pictures. Next the teacher

and pupils voted to determine which picture they would use to write a story

about. The story was written.

In order to provide role playing experiences, the teacher and two

children, before school began the next day, planned one role play about

taking someone's pencil and one role play about teaching someone something

you know.

The next day, during the opening activities, Steve yelled, "Marty

took my pencil." The teacher stopped the flow and attended to the disruption.

She began by saying, "Steve, did you see Marty take your pencil?" Steve said,

"No." The teacher said, "But your pencil is gone?" Steve said, "Yes."

The teacher said, "What can you say?" The teacher then processed student



behavior and feelings resulting in three conclusions. The first was "report

observations only". The second was "If you have a problem and can't solve

it yourself, with another pupil, and/or teacher, turn out the lights to get

everyone's attention". The third was "If you need something, ask. Someone

will help and if yoti are asked to help, do what you can."

The teacher then implemented the pupils and her planned role play for

teaching the pupils how to help (tutor) one another. After the role play

the teacher asked the pupils to tell hir what was done and how the helper

and helpee felt at different times.

After the first two days, the teacher then provided opportunities for

the children to give and receive help. When problems arose, she stopped

the class, stated the problem, and asked what had they said before about this,

or how was this done in the role play. Students daily received feedback or

stated in a self-evaluation mode how they were doinuor how others were doing.

AExamples of feedback are:

1. "You had to ask three people to find someone to help you
with I'm glad you stuck to it, now you have
this done."

2. 'tour work is not done and I saw you helping Frank most of
the morning. You like to help. You'll have to figure out
how much time you can help and how much time you have to do
your own work. See me tomorrow."

Applications of the helping attitude and behaviors were made regularly

since the teacher used the peer help as an integrated part of her instruction.

The teacher was observed making comments daily like, "Marcus can help you

with this if you have trouble. He has already mastered it." Or, you've

got this right now. You can help others who'are still working on it."

After Thinksgiving and Christmas breaks, the teacher.reviewed with the

class how they "helped". The discussions were only about two minutes in



length and several students gave recall type responses to the teacher's

inquiries.

The routine for taking home a homework folder and bringing it back

was taught with the same process used for the procedure explained above.

However, for this routine the instruction was telling the pupils what to do

and why. The teacher then asked asked the pupils to repeat the instructions

back to her.

The role play involved one student walking in the door with his folder

and one student without it. The teacher played herself and interacted with

them as she would the next day.

One the morning after the students had taken their folders home for

the first time. The teacher positioned herself near the place in the room

where_pupils who had brought their iolders-anct had a-signed-slip-wall) d go.

As each student came in the room, she greeted them and said, "I see you

have your folder. Did you read to someone last night? Do you have a signed

slip?"

If the student didn't have a signed slip, she directed him/her to his/her

desk. If s/he had a signed slip, then laSovage directed the student to come

to the bulletin board where she was. She said, "I'll shr,w you what to do

nextiZ

Students who didn't have their folders were asked to think abut where

they left it. LaSovage closed her eyes and put her index fingers by

eyes. Some students would get up to go to the lockers and return with them.

Some said things like, my brother burned it up or my mother wanted to keep it,

or my grandmother gave it to you before school. LaSovage talked to each about

consequences of not being able to do something because their folder wasn't

there (e.g., practice Halloween poem).



On the third day of school, all students had taken and returned their

folder once. By day four, all but two students had done it twice. On the

fourth day, LaSovage had the class think about where they would put their

folder when they went in the dOor at their home. She then told them to

always put the folder in,the same spot. Only one boy continued to have

problems after the first fifteen days of school with materials.

The attitudes which received ittention through the model were:

a. Being positive

b. Enjoying iearning

c. Helping and being helped are your responsibilities

d. Teachers are responsible for teaching and pupils are responsible
for learning

The routines which were systematically established were:

a. Folding hands and looking in eyes of leader at the beginning
of a whole group presentation;

b. taking home every night a book at independent reading level,
teaching to someone older having slip signed, returning slip,
answer questions about book, mark chart;

c. take home folder every night and bring back folder every
morning;

d. storing certain things in certain places.

Routines are sequences of behaviors which did not involve problem solving

or interactions with other students in class.

Procedures are events or sequences of steps which required interactions

with other pupils. Procedures that were systematically established included:

a. Voting to decide,

b. Problem identification

c. Evaluation of self and others,

d. How to help,



e. Before school study,

f. Initiate asking to be evaluated or to be helped or to help.

In conclusion, the teacher established a learning community classroom by

selecting attitudes, routines and procedures which she felt contributed to

the philosophy she held. She systematically taught and reinforced the attitudes,

routines and procedures.

Characteristics of this Learning Community Classroom.

This teacher's classroom system involved pupils and teacher interacting

about curriculum, activities and pupil/teacher feehavior. The teacher called,

the classroom a learning community. What was of particular interest were

two questions. The first was concerned with whether there were characteristics

which appeared to be unique to this learning community classroom system. The

second Was what the pupils' behavior seemed to characteristic of in this learning

community classroom taught by LaSovage. In this section the essence of the learning

community or its key characterisitc will be described first. Second, will be

a description of the pupil characteristics.

What are the key characteristics which are the essence of the Learning

Community Classroom? We found that the key characteristic in this classroom

which reflect the philosophical underpinnings of a Learning Community as

described by Schwab (1979) was the teacher and pupil collaborative decision

making sessions. The idea of shared responsibility and responsibility to

self and others was evident in the collaborative sessions.

Collaborative planning sessions essentially were concerned with the

planning of a unit of study. In addition, group and teacher planning also

occurred for special occasions (a trip, a visitor, a party) and for solving

difficult classroom problems.



What behaviors are characteristic of pupil behavior in this Learnins

Community classroom? It was found that pupil behaviors were characterized as

cooperative, helpful, initiatini, assertive and responsible in nature. These

are characteristics found among students in classrooms not established as

learning communities. However, it is impossible to imagine this learning

community classroomwithout these student behaviors.

Examples of the personal responsibility to academic learning on which

the teacher focused were found. For example, it was also found that pupils

could describe what they were doing and what they were learning from a

particular assignment. Related to this, an example of assertiveness was

found in that pupils in this class initiated telling visitors and the researcher

about academic and/or personal/social progress. For example, one day Tony

reported he could now recognize a set of sight_words hed-been- working ow:

On another occasion, Margaret offered the fact that she raised her hand in

class now.

The personal and social responsibility behaviors related to helping were

observed regularly. The pupils in this class were observed making decisions

about when they would ask for help, offer belp, decline help offered to them,

or decline to help others. The result of these behaviors was a sense of

community working together so everyone would learn. It is this sense of

community and the sense of responsibility for and pride in one's own an'd

others learning achievements which seems importar4. Numbers of behaviors

or categories don't communicate meaning of those behaviors in practice.

Perhaps the following two stories will help to illustrate the sense of personal

and social responsibility the pupils in LaSovage's class communicated.

LaSovage quit teaching before the end of the school year. She took a

parenting leave. Her class was integrated with the other first and second



grade classroom. After th.q, children had been in their classrooms for about

a month, the researcher was in the school building completing the data

collection.

The first illustration involyes responsibility both pers:Jnal and

social. About a month after the reftgailization of LaSovage's pupils, it

was discovered that the other teachers felt they were now having management

problems. However, it was reported that the problem wasn't with the

learning community pupils but with the other children. It seemed that the

teachers felt the other children were too demanding while the learning

community chIldren were better organized, more patient and consistent in

doing their assignments.

----kTe-condgrader reporteafiithe researcher that:

Those kids don't know to get help. They keep asking the
teacher the same thing over and over. They shouldkwrite
it down so when they get bp.ck to their seats they Cbad
remember how to spell it gnd not keep going back six times.
When you ask _someone to spell a word you have to have Your
papet and pencil.

The second example which illustrates the spirit of community involves

a pupil who had trouble both in becoming socialized to the learning community

classroom and in learning to read. The first time he "read" to the class

they broke into spontaneous.applause. At the end of the year the boy asked

me if I remembered when he "didn't use to do his work". When I said yes,

he responded, "Well, I always do it now". I qaid I also remembered when he

would yell or cry when he couldn't make cookies or dunk for apples because

he hadn't worked on his tasks. I asked him if the teacher should have let

him do those activieies. His response was: "Oh, she always wanted me to,

but I couldn't because I didn't do my work. But, I always do my work now."



Conclusions

The subject of this study said she wanted her pupils to gain certain

academic, personal and social outcomes. She believed pie best way for

them to learn these was through a system which supported those outcomes.

She described the system as a learning community. The subject's role as

teacher in the learning community was influencedby what she considered as

her knowledge about instruction, learning, and what she determined were

.important pupil-outcomes.

It would be interestiag to find out how this teacher came to be.

However, how this teacher arrl.ved at the schemas she holds for pupil out-

comes, learning community and her knowledge is not apparent in this study.

-Alsol what parts of which-schemas influenced lam.development-of_othersis'

much too complex to sort through after the fact. However, knowing ehat

there is a complexity to the teacher's idea8 and their implementation is

very important. First, it is important that we know that teachers do develop

complex schemas on which they operate. Second, the complexity of this

teacher's schemas as understood by her provides a lens which screens out

many considerations other teachers may make, thus making thinking time

available for those things she considers necessary.

Consider, for example, the following. This teacher's classroom was

effectively structured to keep pupils on task. After the initial period of

establishing the environment she rarely had occasion_to respond to student

behavior as a management problem. Of thosi occas!,ns when she did respond,

a certain percentage of the responses were internalized or habituated responses.

Of those times left when a conscious decision and response was necessitated,

the teacher had the pupil outcomes and "how we behave in this learning community



classroom"as stated guidelines rtich im.lediately limited her responses.

Four points seem important. First, the teacher consciously processed

information and made decisions. The nature hf the information and decisions

appears to be differeut from what teachers are reported to do in other

studies.

Second, while the teacher's schemas were viewed by others as extremely

complex, tte were actually viewed by the teacher as organizing structurei

for simplicying the teaching task.

Third, wnile the teacher's schemas appeared to be complex, her use

of resources was unusually simple. The teacher avoickd using many types of

materials one typically sees in other classrooms. She seemed to be resource

conscious. For example, instead of finding 12 different assignments for

12 different skillo, she used one experience story which inCorporated the

12 skills. Sets of materials were used over and over for a wide variety.of.

purposes. (This necessitdted that pupi s k eep track of things for weeks.)

This researcher had the impresaion_that_all_the_materials used-by-the teacher

with the pupilS could be placed in one grocery bag.

A fourth point is another way the teacher simplified her teaching 4as

in the u"se of recording systems that were deceptively simple and that did-

notdepend on her for their maintenance, For example, the teacher established

elaborate and visually attractive recording systems. Mese contributed to

the pupils' abilicy to record when tasks we:e completed and when certain

levels of learning were achieved. 'They offered a system which was easily

glanced at by the teacher as she interacted with individual students.

Finally, this teacher decided that instructional interactions were a

priority for producing her intended outcomes, She resognized her information

processing lirnitations and rhus, e:nablished a management system which .1-1.d not



require her attention for it to.function and also maximized the potential for

learning to occur. She also recognized the importance of providing an

instructional context which prorated multiple objectives and thus allowed her

the thinking space and opportunity for her to individualize instruction.

Doing all of this required elaborate schemes.
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